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Abstract— In this paper, we address the problem of
countering the control channel jamming in wireless com-
munication systems. Targeting control traffic on a system
like GSM (e.g., BCCH channel) leads to smart attacks that
are four orders of magnitude more efficient than blind
jamming. We propose several schemes based on coding
theory and its applications that can counter both external
and internal attackers (traitors). We introduce a T-(traitor)
resilient scheme that requires less than

���������
	�����
control

information retransmissions and guarantees delivery of
control information against any coalition of

�
traitors.

The proposed scheme also allows the identification of the
traitors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Signaling and control channels are essential to the
operation of wireless communication networks. Such
networks are constrained by the limited radio-frequency
bandwidth and energy available to the mobile devices.
Therefore, wireless networks implement various control
mechanisms to conserve the limited resources. Many
networks employ shared control channels for sending
system control information. For example, the GSM cel-
lular communication system has multiple control chan-
nels for different functionalities [1], [2]. The broadcast
channels (BCH), such as BCCH, SCH, and FCH, carry
the network/cell identity, the structure of the current
control channels and synchronization information. The
common control channels (CCCH), such as AGCH, and
PCH, are used for subscriber channel assignment and
paging notification. A subscriber has to first lock to the
appropriate channel of nearby base station by monitoring
the broadcast control channels, send out connection
requests to the base station and get an assignment of
traffic channel before being able to initiate a call.

The BCH and some CCCH in GSM are located
at very specific timeslots and physical frequency band
(usually TS0 on a single 200KHz band) such that a
subscriber can easily listen to them. However, this makes
the system vulnerable. An attacker can launch a denial
of service attack by jamming the control channels. It
is a highly energy efficient and effective attack for the
attacker compared to jamming the whole frequency band

to stop the communication. We simulate the scenario
using Qualnet Simulator [3]. The result shows that by
jamming 1 timeslot (out of 8 timeslots) of BCCH in
every 51 frames on a single 200KHz band, the attack
prevents all the mobile stations from communicating
with each other. This leads to a jammer four order of
magnitude more efficient than a jammer that is not aware
of the GSM structure. Similarly, Hass et al. discover and
study the attacks against control channels in Personal
Communications Services (PCS) network [4].

In this paper, we address the problem of counter-
jamming control channels in wireless systems. We pro-
pose a solution which instead of mapping the control
channels to static locations (in terms of timeslot, fre-
quency), it randomly maps them according to a crypto-
graphic function. Such a mapping is unpredictable for an
external attacker since it does not have the shared secret
within the system. As a result, the external attacker will
have to jam blindly which is either energy inefficient or
less effective.

The above scheme prevents the external attacker from
destroying the control channels, however, it cannot defeat
the attack from a traitor inside the network. Any internal
attacker will know the locations of the control channels
and will be able to jam them. Therefore, we focus on
designing schemes that are resilient to any coalition of�

traitors. A traitor is defined as a malicious user inside
the system whose intention is to prevent the delivery
of broadcast control information. The countermeasure
includes two parts, (1) provide the network resilience
against the traitor’s attack, (2) identify the traitor and
eliminate it from the system. In our context, the defini-
tion of resilience is the ability to send control messages
successfully to all the users at least once during a
bounded period of time even if there is a traitor within
the system. We define

�
-resilient as a property of being

resilient to
�

traitors. Our main contribution is that we
propose novel mechanisms to counter control channel
jamming. Our schemes are resilient to any coalition of�

traitors. They also allow to identify the traitors.
Related Work: Wireless networks are highly sensi-



tive to denial of service attacks [5], [6], [7], [8]. The
broadcast nature of wireless communication exposes the
physical layer of the system to jamming. The traditional
anti-jamming strategy has been extensively relying on
spread spectrum technique [9]. Very little work has been
done from a system level to countermeasure jamming.
In our previous work, we propose a novel system ar-
chitecture based on mechanism-hopping to increase the
wireless network robustness against cross-layer jamming
[10]. Xu et al. study the effect and detection of jamming
at MAC and PHY layer in wireless sensor networks in
[11]. Geng et al. survey the denial of service attacks
against wireless networks and propose a policy based
networking framework to defend against DDoS for mo-
bile systems [8]. Resilience and identification of internal
attackers is very difficult. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to investigate the problem of control
channel jamming by traitors. We use results from coding
theory to assign keys in our approach that guarantees the
resilience and identification of traitors [12], [13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present a scheme for a network with one
traitor. In Section III, we present a solution when there
are up to

�
traitors in the network. Section IV concludes

the paper.

II. ONE TRAITOR SCHEME

In this section, we consider a system where there is
only one traitor among � users. We present a 1-resilient
scheme that requires �������	�
� replications of control
information. This scheme also allows us to uniquely
identify the jammer if any.

A. The Scheme

We divide the communication time into periods, each
consisting of � timeslots. At each time slot, the system
access information is sent over � control channels. A
user can access one and only one control channel in a
timeslot using its corresponding key.

The key distribution phase is described in Algorithm
1. We call this 1-traitor distribution scheme Binary
encoding based Key assignment (BBK). The scheme
uses a key pool  of ���������
� keys. Each user is given
��������� keys. The algorithm assigns a key to user � at
timeslot � based on the ����� bit of its binary encoding.

The algorithm uses a ��������� � � key distribution
matrix � to store the key assignment of each user. Each
row � in the matrix represents the �����	�
� key assignment
of user � to be used during ��������� timeslots respectively.
For convenience, we denote ����� by �! �#"� .

The control information transmission procedure is
described in Algorithm 2. At each time slot, the system
generates two control signals. The channels at time slot� are determined by two functions: $�%'& �)( ��* and $�%+&-,� ( �.* ,

Algorithm 1: BBK
Setup: � users, 1 traitor.
Result: distribution matrix �0/1%��  �#"� *.243�5�6 798;:	2=< .
begin>/? &�@ ( & � (BACABAD( &D5�6 798 : 2E< ( &F,@ ( &-,� (BACABAD( &-, 5�6 798 : 2E<HG

for j = 0 to �JILK do�NMO%��P@.� � ACABA �Q5�6 7#8 : 2E<R* // binary encoding
for i=1 to ST�������
�VU do

�  �#"� /
W & �#( �.$0� � /YX
&-,� ( �.$0�Z�[/1K

Assign keys from ����� row of � to user �
end

Algorithm 2: Transmission for One Traitor Case
System Server:�\MOK
for timeslot � do

Channel-send @ = $�%'&  ��] 7;^_5�6 798;:	2=< " ( �.*
Channel-send � = $�%'&-, ��] 7;^_5�6 798 : 2=< " ( �.*Send control information on two channels�\M`�baYK

User: For each user �dc ? X ( K (CABABAb( �eILK G�\MOK
for timeslot � do

Channel-listen = $�%'�  �#" �f] 7;^_5�6 798 : 2E< " ( �.*� listens to that channel�\M`�baYK

where $ is a publically known cryptographic hashing
function. User � knows the location of control signal
at time slot � by computing $�%'�  �#" ��] 7;^g5�6 798 : 2=< " ( �.* . The
server computes a $ -table that stores the mapping of
keys to channels at each timeslot. A legitimate user will
succeed in accessing the control channel in a timeslot if
no traitor jams that channel.

B. An Example

Let us look at a wireless network with 8 users as
an example. Following BBK, the key pool has 6 keys.
Let �/ ? &	@ ( & � ( &�h ( &F,@ ( &-,� ( &F,h G . In each timeslot the
control information is sent out at 2 control channels
determined by $�%+&�� ( �.* and $�%+&-,� ( ��* . Table I describes the
key assignment to users. Notice that no traitor can jam a
user throughout a period. For example, user i will listen
to control channels $�%'& @ ( KH* , $�%+&-,� ( ��* and $�%'&F,h (9j * in
timeslot K ( � (9j respectively. Assume user 5 is the traitor,
it knows and jams the location of $�%+&F,@ ( KZ* , $�%'& � ( ��* and$�%'&F,h (9j * . Although user 6 cannot access the control



channels in timeslot K and j due to jamming of the
traitor, it can still access the control channel at timeslot
� as shown in the Figure 1. As a result, the system
guarantees that each user gets access to the control
channel in every 3 timeslots.

Node Bit-Representation Key Assignment
0 000 ����� � ���
1 100 � , � � � � �
2 010 � � � ,� � �
3 110 � , � � ,� � �
4 001 � � � � � ,�
5 101 � , � � � � ,�
6 011 � � � ,� � ,�
7 111 � , � � ,� � ���

TABLE I

KEY ASSIGNMENT FOR A 8-USER NETWORK WITH ONE TRAITOR.

…...

TimeTimeslot
1

Timeslot
2

Timeslot
3

Timeslot
4

control channel = f(k1, 4 )
f(k1', 1 )

f(k1, 1 )

Control information

f(k2, 2 )

f(k3', 3 )

Jammed Control information

f(k2', 2 )

f(k3, 3 )
f(k1', 4 )

Fig. 1. Channel mapping for the � -user network example. User 	 is
the traitor. Network is 1-resilient.

C. Correctness

Theorem 1: The BBK scheme is K -resilient.
Proof: Let 
 c ? X ( K (BACABAb( � I>K G be the traitor

and %�
#@�
 � ABACA 
H5�6 7#8 : 2E<R* be its binary encoding. Let  c? X ( K (BABACAb( � I K G I ? 
 G be any user with a binary
encoding %�
@� � ACABA  5�6 798 :	2E<R* . Then there must exist
some � ( K�� ��� ST����� � �VU such that 
 ���/� � since

 �/  . From Algorithm 1, this guarantees that at
timeslot � , �  �� "� �/ �  � "� . Hence, the channel assignment
$�%��  �� "� ( �.* �/ $�%��  � "� ( �.* . Therefore,  ’s access couldn’t
be jammed by traitor 
 for 
 doesn’t know the location
of control channel that  listens to at timeslot � . Hence,
BBK is K -resilient.

D. Traitor Identification

Theorem 2: If a traitor 
 always jams, then BBK
uniquely identifies 
 .

Proof: Given that 
 jams throughout the period
of ST����� � � U timeslots, system knows all the S ����� � � U
channels it jams. These channels correspond to a unique
key assignment in the $ -table. Then, from Algorithm 1,
the system gets the binary encoding of 
 , and identify
the traitor.

E. An Alternate Strategy

We propose an alternate scheme based on combinato-
rial facts to provide resilience to the traitor. Resilience
requires that no key assignment of a user is contained in
another. The set of such assignments forms an antichain
1. Sperner’s theorem proves that choosing all possible��� ������ -subset of � �� gives the largest antichain of F [14].

Key Distribution: Given � , pick  such that � �! � �"�#�$ %&$:('*) . Let � be the collection of all possible
�+� ������ -key

sets out of the key pool  . Obviously, � is an antichain.
Then assign each user a unique element of � . This key
assignment guarantees the resilience against the traitor.
The proof is similar to that of BBK.

Transmission: The communication time is divided into
periods, each consisting of � �� timeslots. At timeslot
� , the server sends control information over K control
channel which is $�%'� �f] 7;^ � �"� ( �.* . One user listens to��� ���� � timeslots whose indices equal to the indices of its
keys.

This method allows more users to the system without
increasing  compared to BBK.

III. MULTIPLE TRAITORS SCHEME

The BBK scheme described in Section II is good for
the network where there is only one traitor. However, it
may fail if there are multiple traitors in the network. For
instance, in Table I, if user K and , are traitors, their
keys combination covers the whole key pool. Therefore,
the traitors know the locations of all the control channels
and can totally block the legitimate users from accessing
the control channels.

In this section, we introduce a scheme that is resilient
to any coalition of

�
traitors. The scheme guarantees that

each legitimate user succeeds in accessing the control
channel at least once during a period less than

� �����.-4�
timeslots. The scheme requires at most % � ����� - � * �
retransmissions of the control information. Also, we
present a solution to identify the traitors based on the
system observation of the channels being jammed.

A. The Scheme

We denote the scheme for multiple traitors scenario
as Polynomial Based Key assignment for T traitors
(PBK-T). Similar to the scheme for the one traitor case,

1A is an antichain in / iff it is a collection of nonempty subsets of/ such that no element of 0 is contained in another element of 0



the communication is divided into time periods, each
consists of � timeslots. In each timeslot, the control
information is sent over � different control channels.

The key distribution phase is described in Algorithm
3. The key pool  consists of ��� � keys. Let O/? &  �� "� (CABABA�( &  �� "��� @ ( &  @ "� (BABACA
( &  @ "��� @ (BABACA
( &  ��� @ "� (CABABAD( &  ��� @ "��� @ G .
Each registered user is assigned � keys. The system
administrator identifies the users by assigning each
a unique polynomial over

	 d%��f* with degree ��
 .
Let Q��%� * / ������ �

�  �#"��� � denote the identifying
polynomial of user � , and � � / % �  �#"� ( �  �#"@ (BACABAD( �  �#"� *
be its coefficient vector. Evaluating  � %�b* over? X ( K (BABACAb( � I K G gives � values in GF(q), and the
values are used by the system for key assignment to
user � .

Algorithm 3: PBK-T
Setup: � , key pool 
Result: a � �N� key-distribution matrix �
noted � �#� or �  �#"�
begin

Initialize �0M�� X�� 243 �
S =

?
(c+1)-vector in GF(q) G

for j = 0 to �JILK do
Pick unique � �_c��
for i = 0 to �dILK do

� / � ���� �
�  �#"� � �

�  �#"� /Y&  �� "�
Send

? �  �#"� ( �! �#"@ (CABABAD( �! �#"��� @HG to user �
end

Algorithm 4: Transmission for Multi-Traitor Case
System Server:��M K
for timeslot i do� / � � �"!g�

for j = 0 to �gILK do
Channel-send = $�%'�  �#"# ( �.*
Send access information on this channel� M �ba K

User: for user �dc ? X ( K (CABACA ( � I�K G��M K
for timeslot i do� / � � �"!g�

Channel-listen = $�%'�  �#"# ( �.*
Listen to that channel� M �ba K

The control information transmission procedure is de-
scribed in Algorithm 4. In timeslot � , the control channels

that the control information is sent over are determined
by $�%��  �#"��] 7;^ �	( �.* , $F� c ? X (BABACAb( � I K G , where function $
is a known cryptographic hashing function. A user knows
one of the control channels in timeslot � by computing
$�%��  �#"�f] 7;^ �-( �.* . The server keeps $ -table that maps a key
assignment to a unique channel assignment similar to
that of BBK scheme.

B. Correctness

Theorem 3: The PBKA-T scheme is T-resilient if the
following properties are satisfied:

� �&% @(' � (1)

� ' � (2)

�*) � �+
 (3)
Proof: Inequality 1 guarantees that there are suf-

ficient distinct polynomials over GF(q) with degree �,

for � users.

If Inequality 2 is not satisfied, which means �-)� , evaluating the identifier polynomial  � %�b* over? X ( K (BABACAb( � I K G is equivalent to evaluating the poly-
nomial over

? X ( K (BABACAb( �_I K ( X ( K (BACABAb( % � I KH*.� �"! � G ,
hence, the length of the time period shrinks to � times-
lots.

Since two polynomials of degree �/
 cannot be equal
over more than 
 points without being identical, two
users have at most 
 keys in common. Therefore, the
combination of all the keys of

�
traitors can coincide

with at most
� 
 keys of any other user. Thus, Inequality

3 guarantees that for any user there exists at least one key
different from that of any

�
other users combined. After

the mapping, for any legitimate user, there is at least
one control channel that it listens to, during a period of
� timeslots, not jammed by the traitors. This proves that
the PBK-T scheme is T-resilient.

C. Performance Analysis

One objective of our scheme is to minimize the
number of control message retransmissions or to reduce
the key pool size.

Theorem 4: The optimal solution of PBK-T is

1) to pick ��/Y� ,
2) optimum � �� � % � ����� -4� * � .

Proof: KZ* The key pool size � �� /e� � � . It is
minimized when � / � . Due to space limitation, please
refer to [15] for the proof.
��* From Inequality 1 and 3, � should satisfy:

� '/0+1 �[% � 
 a K (3254768 � * (4)



When
� 
 a K / 25476

8 � , � gets the minimum value:

� 625476 / � 
 a K ) � 

� K


 a K ��� �-)L��� � a ��� 
 � ���E�
��� � a ��� 
 ) % 
 a KZ*

� 
�������� - �
Therefore, ��� � ����� - � , and � ���� % � ����� - � * � .

D. An Example

Consider a wireless network with 9 users and 2
traitors as an example. We pick � / � / j and

 / K such that both Inequality 1 and 3 are sat-
isfied. Thus the key pool has � �� / � keys. Let / ? & �� ( &

@
� ( &

�
� ( & �@ ( &

@@ ( & �@ ( & �� ( & @� ( & �� G . In each times-
lot, the system information is sent out at 3 control
channels determined by $�%+& ���] 7;^ h ( �.* ( $�%'& @�f] 7;^ h ( �.* and$�%'& ��f] 7;^ h ( �.* . The key assignment is illustrated in Table
II. Notice that no two traitors can jam any other user at
all timeslots.

Node Polynomial Eval Eval Eval Key�
Identifier �
	����� ��	������ ��	��
��� Assignment

0 0 0 0 0 ���� ��� � ����1 1 1 1 1 � �� � �� � ��2 2 2 2 2 � �� � � � � ��3 � 0 1 2 � �� � �� � ��4 ����� 1 2 0 � �� � � � � ��5 ����� 2 0 1 � �� ��� � � ��6 ��� 0 2 1 � �� � � � � ��7 ��� ��� 1 0 2 � �� ��� � � ��8 ��� ��� 2 1 0 � �� � �� � ��
TABLE II

KEY ASSIGNMENT FOR A 9-NODE NETWORK WITH 2 TRAITORS.

E. Traitors Identification

Theorem 5: The PBK-T identifies any
�

traitors.
Proof: Let ! / ?

!  @ " ( !  � " (BABACAD( !  � " G be a set of
sets !  ��" such that each !  ��" represents a set of channels
jammed at timeslot � by a coalition of

�
traitors. We

know that � !  ��" � � � $b� . We construct a set S such
that it consists of all possible combinations of jammed
channels by picking a channel from each !  ��" . Let �!/? % � @ � � ACABA � � *�� � �Ec"!  ��" G . Since $ is a cryptographic
hashing function (injective with high probability), each
element of � corresponds to a unique key assignment in$ -table. We call an element of � valid if it matches the
channel assignments of one user.

Assume there are
� a$# valid elements in � such that

# )LX . This implies, there exists # users whose access to
control channels are being jammed by

�
traitors. Thus,

the system is not
�

-resilient. This is in contradiction with
Theorem 3. Therefore, # must be 0. Every valid element
of � corresponds to a traitor’s key assignment in $ -table

and the key assignment corresponds to its identity in the
key distribution matrix � . Hence, PBK-T identifies all
the traitors.

Performance: The identification of
�

traitors require�  �&% @ " $ -table lookups where 
 is the maximum degree
of identifying polynomials. Since, any valid channel
assignment will have at most 
 common assignments,
checking

�  �&% @ " possible candidates will result in iden-
tifying all

�
traitors.

IV. CONCLUSION

We introduce a novel T-resilient scheme that requires
at most % � ����� - � * � control information retransmission
to guarantee the delivery of such information to all
users against any coalition of

�
traitors. The proposed

scheme also allows the identification of the traitors. Our
next step is to extend the combinatorial method for the
multiple traitor case. It will be interesting to investigate
the scheme which assigns different number of keys to
different users and analyze its performance. Also we plan
to study the lower bound of key pool size.
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